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Welcome to A Level Fine Art 
You will work on your bridging project from now, over the summer holidays and then bring the work into 
school for your first Art lesson in September. Below are a few suggested starting points for your 
coursework  project. Please make sure that you only select the one project. 

Festivals

Colour, mythological creatures and decoration are key elements in festivals such as the Hindu Holi 
Festival of Colours, the Chinese New Year and the Notting Hill Carnival. Develop your own response in 
two or three dimensions, making reference to appropriate festivals and the work of others.

Insects 

Many artists have been inspired by the anatomy, shapes, colours, patterns and behaviour of insects. 
Regina Silveira has used large images of insects in her installations and Nicolas Reusens’ macro 
photography emphasises their details. The scarab beetle was a key element in the art and culture of 
Ancient Egypt. Investigate appropriate contextual material and produce a personal response.

Details 

Artist James Ward looked closely at details – and nature was his inspiration. In these drawings and 
sketches he uses dramatic lines and sensitive marks to capture the jagged details of rocks and textures of 
the undergrowth. Details can also be found in vast places and spaces, they can be magnified and 
imagined. A work of Art can include lots of details using pattern, repetition and a range of materials in 
varying scales. 

Perspective 

Perspective in art usually refers to the representation of three-dimensional objects or spaces in two 
dimensional artworks. Artists use perspective techniques to create a realistic impression of depth, 'play 
with' perspective to present dramatic or disorientating images. Perspective can also mean a point of view 
– the position from which an individual or group of people see and respond to, the world around them.
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What to do:
Get yourself a sketch book. This can be any size you want. Sketchbooks can be purchased from 
Amazon:https://www.amazon.co.uk/Artbox-A4-Sheet-Sketch-
Pad/dp/B0047DLVUE/ref=sr_1_19?dchild=1&keywords=a4+SIZE+SKETCHBOOK&qid=1588329779&
sr=8-19 This is an example of a cheap and affordable sketchbook, however you may wish to choose 
a different book. 
Watch the 3 YouTube links (below) of how to set out a sketchbook 
Page 1: Do some research on your chosen project and create an interesting mood board
Page 2: Create a mind map full of as many ideas as possible related to your project
Pages 3 & 4: Choose 1 artist and create a double information page about them (1 artist per page). 
Include notes, small sketches and images of their work. 
Pages 5 & 6: Choose 1 Artist (they do not have to be the ones mentioned in the brief) and create a 
double information page about them. Include notes, artist copies, small sketches and images of 
their work
Pages 7 & 8: Take some photos linking to your starting point. This could be items in the house, your 
garden, outside, on a trip, visit or holiday anywhere you can think of! Use the photos and relate 
them back to your brief. Try taking a small section of the photo and draw it. Use different media 
(paint, colouring pencils, inks, glue, biro or charcoal – anything you can find). Use your imagination 
to create a double page based on the photos you took
Pages 9 onwards: Have fun! Work in your sketch book in any way you wish to develop art skills. You 
do not have to complete every page in the sketch book. Have a look at some successful sketch 
book page examples below: 
Extend: Experiment with as many different media techniques as possible. Try to replicate some of 
your chosen artist’s work with your own ideas to link together. 

Suggested reading and websites: 
Websites: https://www.studentartguide.com/ 
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/ 
https://www.artforum.com/ 
http://www.artnews.com/ 
http://artreport.com/ 
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/a-z
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/student-resource/exam-help
https://www.artsy.net/artists 
https://artuk.org/discover/artists

Suggested Youtube sites to watch:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRdL7ecEClA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bPzex_nlO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B8eqcYlEyLk
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